
OPTIONAL ESSAY MBA APPLICATION

MBA Application Optional essay has stayed the same despite the change in the word limit, and the number of essays.
The word limit for optional essays is in a.

Just sitting at home and chilling or doing nothing is tough but even so, this is one aspect you simply cannot
leave out. Break in Education You tried your hand at something after high school â€” top engineering,
medical, IAS this last one could be after undergrad or in-between jobs too , tried really hard but could not
make it. These are a few of the troubling areas to consider writing about: Low marks in your undergraduate
studies, or any educational opportunities undertaken since then. On the other hand, there are a few guidelines
you can use to help. So take advantage of it if necessary, but exercise good judgement and restraint. If you
write your essay focused only on your achievements, post-MBA goals, and your pre-MBA experience, you
will be among the rejected applicants. Explanation: After admitting mistakes or shortcomings, provide a
concise, factual explanation of any extenuating circumstances. It is because they want to give you the benefit
of doubt rather than leaving things to their own interpretation. First, complete your entire application package,
except for the optional essay. Or, larger logistical and economic issues can doom a particular company or
force career changes. If it was maternity related, ideally there must be something you should have done in that
period. Whatever be the reason, it is imperative to explain the reason behind the break. Explain what have you
done in the recent past to prove your skills and intelligence. What do ad comms want to see in an optional
essay? The optional essay is your chance to explain any discrepancies in your application. Respect that and
proceed with caution. For some others, it may have taken them a while to transition from high school to the
college environment. Unlike the other type of optional essay, the language used here should be more personal
and emotive. But a break after college or in between job begets explaining. Bookmark this post. Over the last
three years, clients have been awarded more than  It serves, as an extenuating circumstances essay combined
with an open platform to mention anything else that the candidate feels will help his or her profile. When you
have demonstrated your abilities and leadership potential in other essays, this incident will be just as a small
blot in your application. Prodigy Finance offers you competitive loans that are breaking traditional barriers,
and affording you the opportunity to achieve more. Lessons Learned: End the essay by explaining what these
challenges have taught you and how you have grown as a person and a professional. Share those lessons
candidly so that you can end the essay on a positive note. And, you can turn in your application with the
assurance that you were candid, and that you did your very best. Give us 15 minutes. If it was an unbearable
boss - be open about it. Strike an upbeat tone here and avoid excuses. Whatever be the case, Business Schools
have recommended that Academic reference can only be used as a last resort. Results: How did your actions
improve your situation? You should, however, explain what you learned from the experience and how it
shaped you as a human being or a business leader. For example, if you have an unusual background, hobby or
extracurricular experience, this may be a chance to showcase your unique profile. If you need to discuss your
undergraduate record, for example, be specific. This will give you the opportunity to include your real
weaknesses in other essays. Therefore, include bigger weaknesses in other essays and academic weaknesses
here. Being laid off from work or having had a disciplinary action taken against you in college usually has
dark connotations. Reference that F in Calculus in the Fall of , as well as the Berkeley extension course that
you took and got an A in last Spring. For applicants with less than 2-Years of experience, this is a chance to
include their competency despite less experience. You want to use this space judiciously, and to communicate
succinctly. The correct way to speak about extenuating circumstances is to go about the same in a way that
allows you to simply and clearly explain the circumstances that you feel mitigate your failings. The space is
reserved for explaining the weakness in the profile, even though other explicit questions about weakness exist
in most MBA Application essays. If you crack the exam, great. Our advice?


